A CRASH course in onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia (pronounced: on-uh-MAT-uh pea-uh) is a word that imitates the sound it describes, like buzz or murmur.

Write the onomatopoeia word that describes the sound each item makes. Some words may have more than one sound!

phone __________________________________

pencil on paper __________________________

wolf _________________________________

racecar ______________________________

bee _________________________________

watch _______________________________

raindrops_____________________________

bell _________________________________

rooster ______________________________

hands ________________________________

cow _________________________________
A CRASH course in onomatopoeia

Onomatopoeia (pronounced: on-uh-MAT-uh-pea-uh) is a word that imitates the sound it describes, like buzz or murmur.

Write the onomatopoeia word that describes the sound each item makes. Some words may have more than one sound!

- phone ____ RING __________________________
- pencil on paper ____ SCRATCH ____________
- wolf ____ HOWL ____________________________
- racecar ____ ZOOM, VROOM _____________
- bee ____ BUZZ ____________________________
- watch ____ TICK, TICK-TOCK ____________
- raindrops PITTER PATTER, DRIP, PLOP _______
- bell ____ DING DONG ______________________
- rooster ____ COCK-A-DOODLE-DOO __________
- hands ____ CLAP __________________________
- cow ____ MOO ____________________________